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Legal disclaimer
Alibaba Cloud reminds you t o carefully read and fully underst and t he t erms and condit ions of t his legal
disclaimer before you read or use t his document . If you have read or used t his document , it  shall be deemed
as your t ot al accept ance of t his legal disclaimer.

1. You shall download and obt ain t his document  from t he Alibaba Cloud websit e or ot her Alibaba Cloud-
aut horized channels, and use t his document  for your own legal business act ivit ies only. The cont ent  of
t his document  is considered confident ial informat ion of Alibaba Cloud. You shall st rict ly abide by t he
confident ialit y obligat ions. No part  of t his document  shall be disclosed or provided t o any t hird part y for
use wit hout  t he prior writ t en consent  of Alibaba Cloud.

2. No part  of t his document  shall be excerpt ed, t ranslat ed, reproduced, t ransmit t ed, or disseminat ed by
any organizat ion, company or individual in any form or by any means wit hout  t he prior writ t en consent  of
Alibaba Cloud.

3. The cont ent  of t his document  may be changed because of product  version upgrade, adjust ment , or
ot her reasons. Alibaba Cloud reserves t he right  t o modify t he cont ent  of t his document  wit hout  not ice
and an updat ed version of t his document  will be released t hrough Alibaba Cloud-aut horized channels
from t ime t o t ime. You should pay at t ent ion t o t he version changes of t his document  as t hey occur and
download and obt ain t he most  up-t o-dat e version of t his document  from Alibaba Cloud-aut horized
channels.

4. This document  serves only as a reference guide for your use of Alibaba Cloud product s and services.
Alibaba Cloud provides t his document  based on t he "st at us quo", "being defect ive", and "exist ing
funct ions" of it s product s and services. Alibaba Cloud makes every effort  t o provide relevant  operat ional
guidance based on exist ing t echnologies. However, Alibaba Cloud hereby makes a clear st at ement  t hat
it  in no way guarant ees t he accuracy, int egrit y, applicabilit y, and reliabilit y of t he cont ent  of t his
document , eit her explicit ly or implicit ly. Alibaba Cloud shall not  t ake legal responsibilit y for any errors or
lost  profit s incurred by any organizat ion, company, or individual arising from download, use, or t rust  in
t his document . Alibaba Cloud shall not , under any circumst ances, t ake responsibilit y for any indirect ,
consequent ial, punit ive, cont ingent , special, or punit ive damages, including lost  profit s arising from t he
use or t rust  in t his document  (even if Alibaba Cloud has been not ified of t he possibilit y of such a loss).

5. By law, all t he cont ent s in Alibaba Cloud document s, including but  not  limit ed t o pict ures, archit ect ure
design, page layout , and t ext  descript ion, are int ellect ual propert y of Alibaba Cloud and/or it s
affiliat es. This int ellect ual propert y includes, but  is not  limit ed t o, t rademark right s, pat ent  right s,
copyright s, and t rade secret s. No part  of t his document  shall be used, modified, reproduced, publicly
t ransmit t ed, changed, disseminat ed, dist ribut ed, or published wit hout  t he prior writ t en consent  of
Alibaba Cloud and/or it s affiliat es. The names owned by Alibaba Cloud shall not  be used, published, or
reproduced for market ing, advert ising, promot ion, or ot her purposes wit hout  t he prior writ t en consent  of
Alibaba Cloud. The names owned by Alibaba Cloud include, but  are not  limit ed t o, "Alibaba Cloud",
"Aliyun", "HiChina", and ot her brands of Alibaba Cloud and/or it s affiliat es, which appear separat ely or in
combinat ion, as well as t he auxiliary signs and pat t erns of t he preceding brands, or anyt hing similar t o
t he company names, t rade names, t rademarks, product  or service names, domain names, pat t erns,
logos, marks, signs, or special descript ions t hat  t hird part ies ident ify as Alibaba Cloud and/or it s
affiliat es.

6. Please direct ly cont act  Alibaba Cloud for any errors of t his document .
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Document conventions
St yleSt yle Descript ionDescript ion ExampleExample

 DangerDanger
A danger notice indicates a situation that
will cause major system changes, faults,
physical injuries, and other adverse
results.

 Danger:Danger:

Resetting will result  in the loss of user
configuration data.

 WarningWarning
A warning notice indicates a situation
that may cause major system changes,
faults, physical injuries, and other adverse
results.

 Warning:Warning:

Restarting will cause business
interruption. About 10 minutes are
required to restart an instance.

 Not iceNot ice
A caution notice indicates warning
information, supplementary instructions,
and other content that the user must
understand.

 Not ice:Not ice:

If the weight is set to 0, the server no
longer receives new requests.

 Not eNot e
A note indicates supplemental
instructions, best practices, t ips, and
other content.

 Not e:Not e:

You can use Ctrl + A to select all files.

>
Closing angle brackets are used to
indicate a multi-level menu cascade.

Click Set t ingsSet t ings > Net workNet work> Set  net workSet  net work
t ypet ype.

BoldBold
Bold formatting is used for buttons ,
menus, page names, and other UI
elements.

Click OKOK.

Courier font Courier font is used for commands
Run the cd /d C:/window  command to
enter the Windows system folder.

Italic Italic formatting is used for parameters
and variables.

bae log list  --instanceid

Instance_ID

[] or [a|b]
This format is used for an optional value,
where only one item can be selected.

ipconfig [-all|-t]

{} or {a|b}
This format is used for a required value,
where only one item can be selected.

switch {active|stand}
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Classic Load Balancer (CLB) instances receive requests from clients and forward requests to backend
servers. To use the load balancing service, you must create a CLB instance and add listeners and
backend servers to the instance.

Instance typesInstance types
Alibaba Cloud provides Internet-facing and internal-facing CLB instances.

Int ernet -f acing CLB inst ancesInt ernet -f acing CLB inst ances

When you create an Internet-facing CLB instance, the system automatically assigns a public address to
the CLB instance. You can associate your domain name with the public IP address. CLB instances receive
requests from clients over the Internet and forward requests to backend servers based on the
forwarding rules that you specify for listeners.

An Internet-facing CLB instance has the following features:

The system assigns a public IP address to the CLB instance. You cannot disassociate the public IP
address from the CLB instance.

When the subscript ion billing method is used, only the pay-by-bandwidth metering method is
supported. When the pay-as-you-go billing method is used, the pay-by-bandwidth and pay-by-
data-transfer metering methods are supported.

Int ernal-f acing CLB inst ancesInt ernal-f acing CLB inst ances

Internal-facing CLB instances provide services over private networks. Internal-facing CLB instances
receive requests from internal networks and forward requests to backend servers based on listener
rules.

Internal-facing CLB instances that are associated with elast ic IP addresses (EIPs) can process requests
from the Internet. An internal-facing CLB instance has the following features when it  provides services
over the Internet:

An internal-facing CLB instance associated with an EIP can provide services over the Internet. You can
disassociate the EIP from the CLB instance as needed.

An EIP that is associated with an EIP bandwidth plan supports the pay-by-95th-percentile-
bandwidth billing method in addit ion to the subscript ion and pay-as-you-go billing methods.

The network types supported by internal-facing CLB instances vary based on billing methods.

1.Overview1.Overview
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Subscript ion internal-facing CLB instances support  the following network types: classic network and
virtual private cloud (VPC).

VPC

If an internal-facing CLB instance is deployed in a VPC, the IP address of the CLB instance is
allocated from the CIDR block of the vSwitch that is attached to the VPC. The internal-facing CLB
instance can be accessed by only Elast ic Compute Service (ECS) instances in the same VPC.

Classic network

If the internal-facing CLB instance is deployed in a classic network, the private IP address of the CLB
instance is allocated and managed by Alibaba Cloud. The internal-facing CLB instance can be
accessed by only ECS instances in classic networks.

Not ice Not ice Internal-facing CLB instances of the classic network type are no longer available.

Pay-as-you-go internal-facing CLB instances support  only the VPC network type.

Internal-facing CLB instances support  PrivateLink. Internal-facing CLB instances can receive requests
from other VPCs through PrivateLink connections and distribute the requests to backend servers
based on listener rules.

Instance types and specificationsInstance types and specifications

Not e Not e If  you require a higher QPS, you can purchase Application Load Balancer (ALB) instances.

Resources are shared among all shared-resource CLB instances. Therefore, the performance of shared-
resource CLB instances is not guaranteed.

Not ice Not ice Shared-resource CLB instances are no longer available for purchase.

Feature High-performance CLB instance Shared-resource CLB instance

Resource allocation Exclusive resources Shared resources

Service uptime guaranteed by the
service-level agreement (SLA)

99.95% Not supported

IPv6 √ -

Server Name Indication (SNI) √ -

Blacklists and whitelists √ -

Elastic network interface (ENI)
mounting

√ -

Assigning secondary IP addresses
to ENIs that are associated with
ECS instances

√ -

HTTP-to-HTTPS redirection √ -

Inst ance··Overview Server Load Balancer
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Consistent hashing √ -

TLS security policies √ -

HTTP2 √ -

WebSocket or WebSocket Secure √ -

Feature High-performance CLB instance Shared-resource CLB instance

Not e Not e In the preceding table, "√" indicates that a feature is supported, and "-" indicates that
a feature is not supported.

Server Load Balancer Inst ance··Overview
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Classic Load Balancer (CLB) uses CLB clusters to forward client  requests to backend servers and receives
responses from backend servers over the internal network.

Inbound network traffic flowInbound network traffic flow
CLB distributes incoming traffic according to forwarding rules configured in the console or by using API
operations. The following figure shows the inbound network traffic flow.

Inbound network traffic flow

1. For TCP, UDP, HTTP, and HTTPS protocols, the incoming traffic must be forwarded through the LVS
cluster first .

2. The large amounts of inbound traffic is distributed evenly among all node servers in the LVS cluster,
and the node servers synchronize sessions to ensure high availability.

For Layer 4 listeners (either UDP or TCP), the node servers in the LVS cluster distribute requests
directly to backend ECS instances according to the configured forwarding rules.

For Layer 7 listeners that use the HTTP frontend protocol, the node servers in the LVS cluster first
distribute requests to the Tengine cluster. Then, the node servers in the Tengine cluster
distribute the requests to backend ECS instances according to the configured forwarding rules.

For Layer 7 listeners that use the HTTPS frontend protocol, the request  distribution is similar to
the HTTP protocol except that the system calls the Key Server to validate cert if icates and
decrypt data packets before requests are distributed to backend ECS instances.

Outbound network traffic flowOutbound network traffic flow
CLB communicates with backend ECS instances by using the internal network.

If  backend ECS instances handle the traffic distributed only from CLB, no public bandwidth (ECS

2.Network traffic flow2.Network traffic flow
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instances, EIPs, NAT gateways, and public IP addresses) is required, and you do not need to purchase
public bandwidth.

Not e Not e Previously created ECS instances are directly allocated with public IP addresses. You
can view the public IP addresses by using the ipconfig command. If  these ECS instances process
requests only through CLB, no traffic fees are incurred for Internet traffic even if  traffic stat ist ics
are read at  the public network interface (NIC).

If  you want to provide external services through backend ECS instances, or backend ECS instances
need to access the Internet, you must configure at  least  one of the following services: an ECS
instance, a public IP address, an Elast ic IP Address (EIP), or a NAT gateway.

The following figure shows the outbound network traffic flow.

Outbound network traffic flow

General principle: The traffic goes out from where it  comes in.

Outbound traffic from CLB instances is charged, and the speeds at  which it  is sent depend on the
current network capacity. However, you are not charged for inbound traffic and internal
communications between CLB instances and backend ECS instances.

Traffic from an EIP or from a NAT gateway incurs charges. The speed at  which EIP or NAT gateway
traffic is sent depends on the current network capacity. If  you configure public bandwidth when you
purchase an ECS instance, traffic is sent at  speeds dependent on the current network capacity, and is
charged.

CLB supports dynamic access to the Internet. Specifically, if  a backend ECS instance needs to access
the Internet, you must first  configure public bandwidth for it , and purchase an EIP or a NAT gateway.

The public bandwidth that you configured when you create ECS instances, EIPs, and NAT gateways
allow ECS instances to access the Internet or be accessed from the Internet, but they cannot forward
traffic or balance traffic loads.

Server Load Balancer Inst ance··Net work t raffic flow
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You can create IPv6 instances. After you create an IPv6 CLB instance, the system allocates a public IPv6
address to the CLB instance. The public IPv6 address is used to receive requests from IPv6 clients.

ContextContext
IPv6 is short  for Internet Protocol Version 6. IPv6 is the next-generation Internet Protocol (IP) designed
by Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) to replace IPv4, which is the current version of IP. IPv6 extends
the length of an IPv4 address from 32 bits to 128 bits. This means that the address space is expanded
to 2^96 t imes the original size. Therefore, IPv6 ensures that each instance can be allocated an IP
address.

Features of IPv6 Features of IPv6 instancesinstances
Switching from IPv4 to IPv6 without negative impacts on your business

You can add IPv4 Elast ic Compute Service (ECS) instances to an IPv6 instance to receive IPv6
requests without the need to modify your business system.

When your exist ing IPv4 CLB instances are unable to withstand the growing user traffic, you can
create IPv6 CLB instances. This way, clients can access your CLB instances by using IPv4 or IPv6. In
addit ion, this does not adversely affect  your business system.

More secure and reliable workload deployment

You can configure a blacklist  for CLB to block network traffic from malicious IP addresses.

You can also configure a whitelist  for CLB to allow network traffic only from specified IP addresses.

LimitsLimits
The IPv6 network environment of Alibaba Cloud is in the init ial stage of development. If  you cannot
connect to an IPv6 service, submit  a t icket  for technical support. Alibaba Cloud does not provide
service level agreement (SLA) guarantees during the public preview.

IPv6 packets have longer IP headers than IPv4 packets. When an IPv6 instance uses a UDP listener,
make sure that the following requirement is met: The maximum transmission unit  (MTU) supported by
the elast ic network interface (ENI) that each backend server uses to communicate with does not
exceed 1,200 bytes. Otherwise, oversized packets may be discarded. You must modify the MTU
sett ings in the configuration files of some applications accordingly. TCP supports the Maximum
Segment Size (MSS) announcement. Therefore, you do not need to modify the configurations of
applications if  a CLB instance uses a TCP listener.

HTTP listeners can use the  X-Forwarded-For  header field to obtain IPv6 addresses of clients.

Related informationRelated information
Create a CLB instance

3.Overview of IPv6 CLB3.Overview of IPv6 CLB
instancesinstances

Inst ance··Overview of IPv6 CLB inst a
nces
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A Classic Load Balancer (CLB) instance is an entity that provides load balancing services. To use the
service, you must first  create a instance.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
Before you create a instance, make sure that you have made the required preparations. For more
information, see Preparations.

ProcedureProcedure
1. 

2. On the Inst ancesInst ances page, click Creat e CLBCreat e CLB.

3. Configure the CLB instance based on the following information.

Parameter Description

RegionRegion

Select the region where you want to create the CLB instance.

Not e Not e Make sure that the CLB instance and the ECS instances that act as
backend servers are deployed in the same region.

Zone T ypeZone T ype

Select a zone type for the instance. A zone represents a data center that contains a
set of independent infrastructure resources. The infrastructure resources (such as
networks, power supply, and air-conditioning) in different zones are independent of
each other. Therefore, when the infrastructure resources in one zone are down, the
other zones are not affected. Each zone belongs to a specific region. A region may
contain one or more zones. Multi-zone instances are available in most regions.

Single zone: The CLB instance is deployed in only one zone.

Multi-zone: The CLB instance is deployed across two zones. By default, the primary
zone is used to distribute network traffic. When the primary zone is down, the
system automatically switches to the secondary zone and continues to provide
load balancing services. This ensures high availability of the service.

PrimaryPrimary
ZoneZone

Select a primary zone for the CLB instance. The primary zone distributes traffic in
normal conditions.

BackupBackup
ZoneZone

Select a secondary zone for the CLB instance. By default, the secondary zone
distributes traffic only if the primary zone is down.

Inst anceInst ance
namename

Enter a name for the CLB instance.

The name must be 1 to 80 characters in length, and can contain letters, digits,
hyphens (-), forward slashes (/), periods (.), and underscores (_).

LoadBalancLoadBalanc
erSpecerSpec

Select a specification for the CLB instance.

The performance metrics of CLB instances vary based on the specifications. For more
information, see Overview.

4.Create a CLB instance4.Create a CLB instance

Server Load Balancer Inst ance··Creat e a CLB inst ance
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Inst anceInst ance
T ypeT ype

You can create an Internet-facing CLB instance or an internal-facing CLB instance
based on your business requirements. The system allocates a public or private IP
address to the CLB instance based on the specified instance type. Public Net workPublic Net work is
selected in this example.

Public Network: If you create an Internet-facing CLB instance, a public IP address is
allocated to the CLB instance. In this case, the CLB instance can provide services
over the Internet.

Internal Network: If you create an internal-facing CLB instance, a private IP address
is allocated to the CLB instance. You can access the CLB instance only within the
networks of Alibaba Cloud. You cannot access the CLB instance over the Internet.

For more information, see Overview.

IP VersionIP Version

Select the IP protocol that is used by the CLB instance. You can select IPv4 or IPv6.

For more information about the regions and zones that support IPv6 CLB instances,
see Overview of IPv6 CLB instances.

BillingBilling
Met hodMet hod

Select a billing method.

Quant it yQuant it y Specify the number of CLB instances that you want to purchase.

ResourceResource
GroupGroup

Select the resource group to which the cloud resource belongs.

Parameter Description

4. Click Buy NowBuy Now and complete the payment.

Related informationRelated information
CreateLoadBalancer

Inst ance··Creat e a CLB inst ance Server Load Balancer
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This topic describes how to start  or stop a Server Load Balancer (SLB) instance. You can start  or stop
SLB instances at  any t ime. A stopped SLB instance does not receive or forward client  traffic.

ProcedureProcedure
1. Log on to the SLB console.

2. In the left-side navigation pane, choose Inst ancesInst ances >  > Inst ancesInst ances.

3. Select  a region and find the SLB instance that you want to start  or stop.

4. In the corresponding Act ionsAct ions column, choose MoreMore >  > St artSt art  or MoreMore >  > St opSt op.

5. To start  or stop mult iple instances at  a t ime, select  the instances and click St artSt art  or St opSt op at  the
lower part  of the page.

Related informationRelated information
SetLoadBalancerStatus

5.Start or stop an SLB instance5.Start or stop an SLB instance

Server Load Balancer Inst ance··St art  or st op an SLB inst an
ce
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This topic describes how to associate an elast ic IP address (EIP) with an internal-facing instance
deployed in a virtual private cloud (VPC). After you associate an EIP with an internal-facing instance, the
CLB instance can forward requests from the Internet.

ContextContext
An EIP is a public IP address that you can purchase and use as an independent resource. You can
associate an EIP with an Elast ic Compute Service (ECS) instance, an internal-facing instance in a VPC, or
an Internet NAT gateway. For more information, see What is an EIP?.

ProcedureProcedure
1. 

2. In the top navigation bar, select  the region where the instance that you want to manage is
deployed and find the CLB instance.

Not ice Not ice The instance to be associated with an EIP must meet the following requirements:

The instance must be deployed in a VPC.

The instance and the EIP must belong to the same region.

You can associate a instance with only one EIP.

3. In the Act ionsAct ions column of the instance, choose  >  > Bind EIPBind EIP.

4. In the Associat e EIPAssociat e EIP panel, set  the following parameters and click OKOK.

Parameter Description

IP AddressIP Address
T ypeT ype

Select EIPEIP.

IP addressIP address
Select an EIP from the drop-down list. If no EIP is available, click Purchase EIPPurchase EIP and
follow the instructions on the buy page to purchase an EIP. For more information,
see Apply for an EIP.

Not e Not e When you associate an EIP with an internal-facing instance, your backend service
associated with the CLB instance will be temporarily interrupted. Therefore, we recommend
that you perform this operation during off-peak hours or associate the service with another
CLB instance first .

6.Associate an EIP with a CLB6.Associate an EIP with a CLB
instanceinstance

Inst ance··Associat e an EIP wit h a CL
B inst ance
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This topic provides an overview of tags in SLB. SLB provides the tag management feature that allows
you to classify SLB instances by using tags.

Each tag consists of a key and a value. Before you use tags, note the following limits:

Tags must be added to SLB instances.

Each SLB instance can have a maximum of ten tags.

The key of each tag added to an SLB instance must be unique. If  a tag with the same key already
exists, the tag is overwritten with the new value.

This topic describes how to add tags to a CLB instance.

ProcedureProcedure
1. 

2. 

3. In the left-side navigation pane, choose Inst ancesInst ances >  > Server Load BalancersServer Load Balancers.

4. Select  the region of the CLB instance that you want to manage and find the CLB instance.

5. In the Act ionsAct ions column, choose  >  > Edit  T agsEdit  T ags.

6. Edit  tags in the Edit  T agsEdit  T ags dialog box.

To add a tag, perform the following operations:

To add an exist ing tag, click Saved T agsSaved T ags and then select  a tag.

To create and add a new tag, click New T agNew T ag in the Edit  T agsEdit  T ags dialog box, enter the key and

7.Tags7.Tags
7.1. Tag overview7.1. Tag overview

7.2. Add tags7.2. Add tags

Server Load Balancer Inst ance··Tags
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value of the new tag, and then click OKOK next  to the value.

7. Click OKOK.

This topic describes how to use tags to query CLB instances.

ProcedureProcedure
1. 

2. In the left-side navigation pane, choose Inst ancesInst ances >  > Server Load BalancersServer Load Balancers.

3. Select  the region of the CLB instance that you want to manage and find the CLB instance.

4. Click Select  a t agSelect  a t ag and select  a tag to filter instances.

Not e Not e To clear the search condit ion, move the pointer over the selected tag and click the
displayed delet ion icon next  to it .

7.3. Query CLB instances by tag7.3. Query CLB instances by tag

7.4. Remove tags7.4. Remove tags

Inst ance··Tags Server Load Balancer
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This topic describes how to remove tags from an SLB instance. You can only remove tags for one SLB
instance at  a t ime.

ProcedureProcedure
1. 

2. 

3. In the left-side navigation pane, choose Inst ancesInst ances >  > Server Load BalancersServer Load Balancers.

4. Select  the region of the target SLB instance and find the target SLB instance.

5. In the Act ionsAct ions column, choose  >  > Edit  T agsEdit  T ags.

6. In the Edit  T agsEdit  T ags dialog box, click the delet ion icon next  to the tags to be removed, and then click
OKOK.

Not e Not e If  a tag is removed from an SLB instance and is not added to any other instances,
the tag is deleted from the system.

Server Load Balancer Inst ance··Tags
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This topic describes how to enable delet ion protect ion for pay-as-you-go Classic Load Balancer (CLB)
instances. Delet ion protect ion prevents CLB instances from being mistakenly deleted.

ProcedureProcedure
1. 

2. On the Inst ancesInst ances page, find the CLB instance and click its ID or choose  >  > ManageManage in the

Act ionsAct ions column.

3. Click the Inst ance Det ailsInst ance Det ails tab and turn on Delet ion Prot ect ionDelet ion Prot ect ion.

Not e Not e You must disable Delet ion Prot ect ionDelet ion Prot ect ion before you can delete the CLB instance.
Otherwise, the system reports an error.

Related informationRelated information
SetLoadBalancerDeleteProtect ion: enables or disables delet ion protect ion for a CLB instance.

8.Enable deletion protection8.Enable deletion protection
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This topic describes how to release a Server Load Balancer (SLB) instance. You can immediately release
pay-as-you-go SLB instances or release them on schedule.

ContextContext

ProcedureProcedure
1. Log on to the SLB console.

2. In the left-side navigation pane, choose Inst ancesInst ances >  > Inst ancesInst ances.

3. Find the SLB instance that you want to release and choose  >  > ReleaseRelease in the Act ions column.

To release mult iple SLB instances at  a t ime, select  the instances and click ReleaseRelease at  the bottom
of the page.

4. In the ReleaseRelease panel, select  Release Now or Release on Schedule.

Not e Not e The system releases the SLB instances at  30-minute and hour marks. However,
billing for the SLB instance is stopped at  the specified release t ime.

5. Click NextNext .

9.Release an SLB instance9.Release an SLB instance

Server Load Balancer Inst ance··Release an SLB inst ance
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6. Confirm the displayed information and click OKOK to release the instance.
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This topic describes how to manage instances that are expired due to overdue payments.

ProcedureProcedure
1. 

2. In the left-side navigation pane, choose CLB (Formerly Known as SLB)CLB (Formerly Known as SLB) >  > Expired Inst ancesExpired Inst ances.

3. View details of the expired Classic Load Balancer (CLB) instances.

4. Find the CLB instance that you want to renew and click RenewRenew in the Act ionsAct ions column. After the
CLB instance is renewed, the CLB instance is removed from the Expired Instances page and listed on
the Instances page.

10.Expired instances10.Expired instances
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This topic describes how to use the Server Load Balancer (SLB) console to display the pay-as-you-go
instances that have been idle for more than seven days.

ProcedureProcedure
1. 

2. 

3. In the left-side navigation pane, choose CLB (FKA SLB) CLB (FKA SLB) > > Idle SLB inst ancesIdle SLB inst ances.

4. On the Idle SLB inst ancesIdle SLB inst ances page, view all the pay-as-you-go instances that have not been used

for more than seven days. You can click  to customize the display of IP Address and Idle Cause.

5. To release an idle instance, click Release Release in the Act ionsAct ions column to immediately release the
instance.

Not e Not e Given that the data of idle instances has a one-day cache period, make sure that
the instance you want to release is not in use to prevent possible exceptions.

11.Manage idle instances11.Manage idle instances
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This topic provides answers to some frequently asked questions about instances.

Can I change a shared-resource CLB instance to a high-performance CLB instance?

What are the specificat ions of shared-resource CLB instances?

How do I choose between different specificat ions for a high-performance CLB instance?

Can I change the specificat ion of a high-performance CLB instance?

Can I change a shared-resource CLB instance to a high-performanceCan I change a shared-resource CLB instance to a high-performance
CLB instance?CLB instance?
Yes, you can change a shared-resource CLB instance to a high-performance CLB instance.

After you change a shared-resource CLB instance to a high-performance CLB instance, you are
charged a specificat ion fee.

What are the specifications of shared-resource CLB instances?What are the specifications of shared-resource CLB instances?
The performance of shared-resource CLB instances is not guaranteed. Therefore, you cannot specify
the specificat ion of a shared-resource CLB instance.

How do I choose between different specifications for a high-How do I choose between different specifications for a high-
performance CLB instance?performance CLB instance?

You can select  the highest  specificat ion if  your high-performance CLB instance is billed on a pay-as-
you-go basis. Pay-as-you-go CLB instances are billed based on the actual resource usage.

Can I change the specification of a high-performance CLB instance?Can I change the specification of a high-performance CLB instance?
Yes, you can change the specificat ion of a high-performance CLB instance.

You can upgrade or downgrade the specificat ion of a high-performance CLB instance if  the CLB
instance is billed on a pay-as-you-go basis. For more information, see Upgrade or downgrade a pay-
as-you-go CLB instance.

Not eNot e

High-performance Classic Load Balancer (CLB) instances provide guaranteed performance. This topic
provides answers to some frequently asked questions about high-performance CLB instances.

12.FAQ12.FAQ
12.1. FAQ about CLB instances12.1. FAQ about CLB instances

12.2. FAQ about high-performance12.2. FAQ about high-performance
CLB instancesCLB instances
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What is a high-performance CLB instance?

How are high-performance CLB instances billed?

What is the optimal specificat ion for a high-performance CLB instance?

Can I change the specificat ion of a high-performance CLB instance?

Are specificat ion fees charged by exist ing shared-resource CLB instances?

Why is a high-performance CLB instance unable to reach the performance limit  defined in the
specificat ion?

Are shared-resource CLB instances st ill available for purchase?

Is a specificat ion fee charged by an internal-facing CLB instance?

What do I do if  I need more high-performance CLB instances?

What is a high-performance CLB instance?What is a high-performance CLB instance?
A high-performance CLB instance provides guaranteed performance. In comparison, shared-resource
CLB instances share resources with each other, which means that performance cannot be guaranteed.

Before Alibaba Cloud released high-performance CLB instances, all instances were shared-resource
instances. You can view the instance type in the CLB console.

Not ice Not ice Shared-resource CLB instances are no longer available.

The following table describes the differences between shared-resource CLB instances and high-
performance CLB instances.

Feature Shared-resource CLB instance High-performance CLB instance

Resource allocation Shared resources Exclusive resources

Service uptime guaranteed by
terms of service level agreement

Not supported 99.95%

IPv6 × √

Support for Server Name
Indication (SNI) certificates

× √

Blacklists and whitelists × √

Associating with elastic network
interfaces (ENIs)

× √

Adding secondary IP addresses of
ENIs that are associated with
Elastic Compute Service (ECS)
instances

× √

HTTP-to-HTTPS redirection × √

Consistent hashing × √

Support for TLS security policies × √
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HTTP2 × √

Websocket(S) × √

Feature Shared-resource CLB instance High-performance CLB instance

You can move the pointer over the question mark that corresponds to the specificat ion of a high-
performance CLB instance to view the performance metrics, as shown in the following figure.

The following sect ion lists three key metrics for high-performance CLB instances:

Max Connection

The maximum number of concurrent connections that a CLB instance supports. When the number of
concurrent connections reaches the specified limit , new connection requests are dropped.

Connections Per Second (CPS)

The number of new connections that are established per second. When the CPS value reaches the
specified limit , new connection requests are dropped.

Queries Per Second (QPS)

The number of HTTP or HTTPS queries (requests) that can be processed per second. This metric is
specific to Layer 7 listeners. When the QPS value reaches the specified limit , new connection requests
are dropped.

The following table lists the specificat ions of high-performance instances provided by Alibaba Cloud.
The specificat ions available for purchase vary by region. You can go to the buy page of the CLB console
to view the specificat ions available for purchase in your region.

Not eNot e

How are high-performance CLB instances billed?How are high-performance CLB instances billed?
High-performance CLB instances are billed based on the following formula:

Total fee (per instance) = Instance fee + Data transfer fee or bandwidth fee + Specificat ion fee

The specificat ion fee of a high-performance CLB instance is charged based on the actual usage no
matter which specificat ion you choose.
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Assume that you purchase a CLB instance of the Super I (slb.s3.large) specificat ion (Max Connection:
1,000,000; CPS: 500,000; QPS: 50,000). The following table lists the highest  metric values of your CLB
instance within an hour.

Max Connection CPS QPS

90000 4000 11000

The actual Max Connection value of 90,000 is between the limit  of 50,000 defined in Standard I
(slb.s2.small) and the limit  of 100,000 defined in Standard II (slb.s2.medium). Therefore, the
specificat ion based on the Max Connection metric for this hour is Standard II (slb.s2.medium).

The actual CPS value of 4,000 is between the limit  of 3,000 defined in Small I (slb.s1.small) and the
limit  of 5,000 defined in Standard I (slb.s2.small). Therefore, the specificat ion based on the CPS metric
for this hour is Standard I (slb.s2.small).

The actual QPS value of 11,000 lies between the limit  of 10,000 defined in Standard II (slb.s2.medium)
and the limit  of 20,000 defined in Higher I (slb.s3.small). Therefore, the specificat ion based on the QPS
metric for this hour is Higher I (slb.s3.small).

The QPS metric uses the highest  specificat ion (slb.s3.small) among three metrics. Therefore, the
instance is charged based on the Higher I (slb.s3.small) specificat ion for this hour.

Billing is more flexible for pay-as-you-go high-performance CLB instances. The specificat ion that you
select  when you purchase a CLB instance represents the upper performance limit  of the instance. For
example, if  you select  Higher II (slb.s3.medium), the instance performance cannot be higher than Higher II
(slb.s3.medium).

What is the optimal specification for a high-performance CLBWhat is the optimal specification for a high-performance CLB
instance?instance?
The specificat ion fee is charged based on your actual usage. We recommend that you select  the
highest  specificat ion (slb.s3.large) available to ensure service flexibility at  no extra cost. However, if  the
capacity of Super I (slb.s3.large) significantly exceeds your business demand, you can select  a more
appropriate specificat ion, such as Higher II (slb.s3.medium).

Can I change the specification of a high-performance CLB instance?Can I change the specification of a high-performance CLB instance?
Yes, you can change the specificat ion of a high-performance CLB instance in the console.

Not eNot e

Changing a shared-resource CLB instance to a high-performance CLB instance does not
negatively affect  your workloads, or change the IP address of the CLB instance.

However, we recommend that you change a shared-resource CLB instance to a high-
performance CLB instance during off-peak hours. You can also configure DNS resolut ion to
replace your current load balancing service before you change the CLB instance.

The IP addresses of CLB instances are not affected when you change instance
specificat ions.

Are specification fees charged by existing shared-resource CLBAre specification fees charged by existing shared-resource CLB
instances?instances?
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No.

Specificat ion fees are not charged by exist ing shared-resource instances unless you change them to
high-performance CLB instances. You can change a shared-resource CLB instance to a high-performance
CLB instance by changing the specificat ion. When you change a shared-resource CLB instance to a high-
performance CLB instance, a specificat ion fee is charged.

Why is a high-performance CLB instance unable to reach theWhy is a high-performance CLB instance unable to reach the
performance limit defined in the specification?performance limit defined in the specification?
This issue can be explained by the cask theory.

High-performance CLB instances do not guarantee that the three metrics can reach the upper limits of a
specificat ion at  the same t ime. The instance performance is limited if  one of the metrics reaches the
upper limit .

Assume that you have purchased a high-performance CLB instance of the Higher I (slb.s3.small)
specificat ion. When the QPS of the instance reaches 20,000 but the number of maximum connections
does not reach 200,000, new connection requests are dropped because the QPS limit  is reached.

Are shared-resource CLB instances still available for purchase?Are shared-resource CLB instances still available for purchase?
No.

Is a specification fee charged by an internal-facing CLB instance?Is a specification fee charged by an internal-facing CLB instance?
If  the internal-facing CLB instance that you use is a shared-resource CLB instance, no specificat ion fee is
charged. If  the internal-facing CLB instance is a high-performance CLB instance, a specificat ion fee is
charged.

The specificat ion fees for internal-facing CLB instances are charged in the same way as Internet-facing
CLB instances. No instance fees or data transfer fees are charged by internal-facing CLB instances.

What do I do if I need more high-performance CLB instances?What do I do if I need more high-performance CLB instances?
If  you need more high-performance CLB instances but the number of the instances has reached the
quota, you can apply for the slb_privilege_allow_more_guarant eed_perf ormance_inst ancesslb_privilege_allow_more_guarant eed_perf ormance_inst ances
privilege for a quota increase. This privilege allows you to own more high-performance CLB instances,
but does not allow you to own more shared-resource CLB instances. For more information, see Manage
quotas.
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